
DATA STORYTELLING:
HOW TO BE DATA FLUENT IN THE DIGITAL AGE



Nothing sucks the life out of a meeting like a bad PowerPoint slide. We’ve all sat through presentations with 
confusing pie charts, complex scatterplots and cheesy stock photography. But it doesn’t have to be this 
way. Even content that’s dull on the surface can prompt deep, meaningful discussion and excitement, if it’s 
presented imaginatively. 

That’s the power of data-driven storytelling.
So what’s stopping us all from becoming data rockstars? The #1 data dilemma for individuals, teams and 
their organizations is volume. How can we make sense of the deluge of complicated information and turn it 
into a story? The answer, friends, is visualization.

In this ebook, we’ll examine why volumes of complicated data only begin to make sense when filtered, sort-
ed, synthesized and presented graphically. You’ll also learn how data-driven stories increase engagement, 
stimulate curiosity and enhance decision making. 
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Source: KPMG Survey

Why data visualization matters.
What business leaders say they gain  from analytics and visualization:

FASTER DECISION 
MAKING

IMPROVED CUSTOMER 
INSIGHTS

MORE ACCURATE 
DECISION MAKING

86% 81% 80%

https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2015/07/26/81-of-enterprises-are-relying-on-analytics-to-gain-greater-customer-insights/#6b779bcd5275
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Visualize to reveal the truth.
Text-based data that lives in the rows and columns of a spreadsheet can be difficult to interpret. But through the power of 
visualization, meaningless numbers with hard-to-see relationships become easily consumable. 

A graphical approach is critical to creating a coherent story that shows patterns and relationships. For example, by putting 
all the negative findings on display alongside the positive results, you can easily spot clear contrasts and opportunities.

Visualization can make it easy to identify:

Relationships Outliers Trends
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Visualize to understand faster.
Within the walls of most organizations, leaders who make the big decisions and determine company 
directives have two things in common: they are time poor and they are impatient in their requests for 
evidence. Data visualization is especially valuable for helping people arrive at the right decision quickly.

Use of analytics tools is increasing . . .

85% of managers and executives 
say the importance of analytics in 
decision making has increased in 
the last two years.

“The future is about combining different sets of data . . . with a visual presentation 
that will blow people’s minds. If everything is integrated, you can bring everyone 

together in one room and get all your questions answered.”

Antony Ebelle-Ebanda, S&P Global

But organizations are not yet deriving 
the full benefits. 2 out of 3 say their 
organizations are not doing a good job 
of making better or faster decisions.

85%

Source: Harvard Business Review

https://hbr.org/sponsored/2016/07/analytics-that-work-deploying-self-service-and-data-visualization-for-faster-decisions
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“Data visualization appeals to the dorsal stream  
 in our occipital lobe … one of the fastest thinking  
 parts of the brain.”  — Open Data Institute

Source: Scidev.net

http://www.scidev.net/filemanager/root/site_assets/leanring_reports/data_visualisation_learning_report_scidevnet.pdf
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Visualize to boost recall.
In addition to helping audiences understand information, visualization also makes it easier for them to recall your 
key message and act on it. Case in point: one recent study indicated that when people only heard information, they 
forgot 90% of what was said. But when paired with an image, they retained 6.5 times more of the message.

The key is to keep things succinct because too much information can distract. Simple visualizations support faster 
comprehension and longer retention.

Graphic superiority : Recall after three days

When people hear information, they 
remember only 10% 3 days later 

When paired with a relevant image, 
people retain 65% 3 days later

Source: Hubspot

HEAR INFORMATION SEE INFORMATION

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy#sm.001xjbcwmvagfer11d418qbatdr67
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Visualize to prompt discussion.
Strong, visual data stories encourage active participation, discussion 
and collaboration. Why? Because when data is presented clearly, 
you avoid situations where only the savviest data analysts have a 
stronger voice at the table. 

With the right visualizations, data becomes more accessible and 
“friendly.” Everyone quickly learns and understands what they need 
to. As a result, information transforms into the currency that drives 
discussion. It’s this very act of individuals interpreting that data 
based on their own filter, background and domain knowledge that 
stimulates the discussion and gets the ideas flowing.
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Beyond visualization:
Go interactive to tell your story in the best way possible.

For many years, extracting insight from raw data required technical specialists with deep domain expertise in data science and 
analytics. But data-visualization tools are leveling the playing field. 

Many of the world’s most innovative companies, including GE, Sprint, Eli Lily and Under Armor have taken data visualization one 
step further, enabling their workers to explore and experiment with the data through the power of interactivity.   

Modern touch-screen data canvases satisfy the requirement and expectation for a higher level of interaction—driven in part by 
the rise of smartphones and tablets. Enabling individuals and teams to not only see, but also explore, data on screens ranging 
from floor-to-ceiling displays to handheld mobile devices creates endless possibilities for storytelling and data-driven decisions.

Key advantages of interactive data stories
are the abilities to:

• Stimulate curiosity through movement and touch.
• Curate your data using a variety of sources, including live feeds.
• Enable participants to “feel closer” to the content.
• Break down hard-to-understand concepts into easily consumable “bites.”



The business case for a digital workplace. 
Data, numbers and statistics are a primary driver of business transformation in today’s digital 
age. The ability to weave information into coherent, visual stories that individuals, teams and 
external audiences can act upon with speed and sophistication is a vital tool for collaboration 
and decision making.   

Prysm helps businesses of all sizes work smarter together with digital canvases for individuals 
and teams to share content and drive decisions. We take on the toughest challenges of teamwork, 
mobility, and security and enable a new way of work. 

Visit: Prysm.com/TeamworkTransformed to watch an online demo

http://info.prysm.com/teamwork-transformed



